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Best casinos to play online



Welcome to the world of online casinos – we’re glad you’re here and we’ll bet that you’re ready to try your luck. We are avid gamblers and gamers ourselves, and we know how exciting it can be to find a new favorite online casino that’s just right for you. We’re here to help you navigate through this online Vegas – there’s a lot of casinos here and they all claim to be the best! So which one to choose?
18+ Gamble Responsibly | T&Cs apply.
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Best Online Casinos for 2021

We make sure our casinos fulfill some very strict criteria when it comes to online privacy, prompt and exact payments, and the sheer entertainment value. Winning can mean a lot but you have to have fun while you’re doing it. The newest online casino games provide some of the best graphics, sound effects, and surprises in the industry. They will take you into different worlds – one moment you’ll be a fearless explorer looking for Incan treasure hoards, and another you’ll become a jewel-matching ninja, playing for high stakes and playing to win!

Before you get started on your adventure, we have some practical advice, rules, and fun facts that will make it easier for you to navigate the world of online casinos – get ready for the most entertainment you ever had online!
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Latest Blog Posts
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What’s the Story Behind the Game “The Witcher – Wild hunt”?The game made in 2014 by CD Projekt Red is based on a series of novels by Andrzej Sapkowski. The game’s story starts with Geralt of Rivia a witcher trained… Read more: What’s the Story Behind the Game “The Witcher – Wild hunt”?
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GOTW: Guise of The WolfThis game is no longer developed! Steam page: https://store.steampowered.com/app/259640/Guise_Of_The_Wolf/ The game is a first person Gothic action adventure game set in the medieval kingdom of Uhorsko. You play Dominik, a… Read more: GOTW: Guise of The Wolf
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DR: Devil’s RevengeThis is no longer up-to-date! Job Type: Freelance – Online Job Description: A 3D Animator is required to work with us as part of the production team for rigging and… Read more: DR: Devil’s Revenge





Best Online Casino



How do we rank and recommend the thousands of online casinos that come our way? It’s a relatively easy answer – quality, trust, customer service, and last but definitely not least – entertainment quality, graphics, and best of the best when it comes to game developers and software providers.

Let’s start with those! What are some of the absolute best gaming software providers out there when it comes to online casinos? We have quite a few favorites, and we want to share them with you. We know you’ll love them just as much as we do!
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Best Casino Software
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NetEnt

 NetEnt is an old pro in the world of online casino software. They are one of the old boys, having been in business for over 20 years. They have offices in Malta, Sweden, Gibraltar, Poland, Ukraine, the UK, and the USA. They are famous for attracting top talent to their creative, tech, and financial teams. This is all for a very good reason – they are the best when it comes to graphics, soundtracks, and gaming algorithm safety, as well as introducing groundbreaking ideas and technology to the gambling world. New games like Ozzy Osbourne (with a stunning soundtrack and sound effects) and Dynamite Riches absolutely rocked the online casino world. NetEnt is on top of their game – check out what they’ve got!
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Microgaming 

This is another giant in the gambling software universe. Look at their website – they always have new games coming out, and will let you test them out for free. No chance of a real money jackpot, of course. They have helped to found eCOGRA, which is an e-Commerce Online Gaming Regulation and Assurance. They want the gaming world to be regulated and fair. Their games knock it out of the park too! They have slot themes like Playboy, Jurrasic World, Game of Thrones. They also produce a fair number of live dealer games, so be on the lookout for online casinos that have Microgaming software in their portfolio – you won’t be disappointed.
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Ash Gaming Online Solutions 

Ash Gambling was established 20 years ago. They are customer-centered – they think about both the gambling provider and the player when designing their games. Ash Gambling is respected and certified by a number of international commissions, including the UK Gambling Commission. The leaders of Ash Gaming are some of the best heads in the industry – they know the market and they know all the ins and outs of what a great game should be for the consumer.
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How to Register for an Online Casino and Start Playing?

The process is relatively easy. Once you found a local casino you may want to try, make sure that you have all the available privacy. You may want to use VPNs in order to play and set up encrypted payment accounts for extra security. Once you are comfortably set up with the privacy that you need, you can go ahead and open up an account. But wait – before then, there are a ton of free games you might want to try before you commit to a casino! Did you know that it’s better to test out online slots before you fully commit? After all, you’re looking for adventure and amazing deals! Let’s make sure we find the most exciting games before putting down money! Here are some cool slots you can enjoy and test out for free! Of course, there are many, many more when you visit our featured casinos and check out the free slots:

Cleopatra by IGT – this is a glitzy, Ancient Egypt – themed game. We love the beautiful graphics and the soundtrack featuring rhythmic Egyptian music, and Cleopatra’s seductive voice.

CATS by IGT – This IGT game has nothing to do with the musical – we’d find that a bit creepy. (Although if you’re into Cats the Musical, there is a slot game for that!) This is about the majestic Cougars, Lions, Pumas, and Tigers – each of them stands in for a different symbol in this slot game. Roar! We wish there was more roaring in this game!

Da Vinci Diamonds by IGT – Who doesn’t like diamonds? This game is all about opulent riches mixed with eye-catching art by the great master Da Vinci himself. It also features some classic Renaissance music, so get ready to gamble in style!

Geisha by Aristocrat – this is a fun animated 3d slot game. With Japanese graphics and moving symbols, it’s fun to look at – but we have a slight problem with the way that it sounds. It seems that with Japan’s amazing traditional music, Aristocrat missed their chance by sticking with the basic one-armed-bandit sounds. Just a thought!

Once you have experimented a bit, it’s time to sign up for a casino! This is the most exciting part because guess what? This is when you get all the bonuses, freebies and sign-up gifts that casinos will use to reel you in. Don’t worry – it’s all part of the game, and everyone does it, literally. Extra money, free spins, and sign-on bonuses have become so standard nowadays, that gamers have come to expect it from every online casino. Just having a bonus isn’t enough – you have to have the best online sign-on bonuses to get a player to be interested. So if you feel like everyone is trying to get you the best deal, it’s because they actually are!

If you have been to a real-life casino, you’ll know that at best you’ll get a promise of a great buffet and some snacks, as well as a plethora of random “specials”. When it comes to online casinos, the game is very different.
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Other Software we use

Blueprint Gaming – Blueprint Gaming is a part of the Gauselmann Group. They are always up to something exciting and new, and in 2021 they have a huge Diamond Mine Megaways Extra Gold release – with even more chances of winning it big. Their graphics are set to “stun” and their best games offer mind-blowing adventures. And with amazing prizes and great odds, they are definitely oriented to make the player happy. Check out their youtube channel to see how the games are played – they have recorded gameplay of creative and adventure-packed games like the Eye of Hours Megaways, Bar X Safe-Cracker Megaways, Sausage Party, or Stars Megaways. You can also test out their games by opting to play for free and see what all the buzz is about without spending a riyal.

Barcrest – This company is celebrating five decades of being out on the gambling market. They release “stepper stands” – classic slot machines that can be purchased for any casino, diner, corner store, or wherever those big one-armed bandits can still be found. They are a subsidiary of the gaming giant IGT – they got acquired in the late 1990s, but they still operate under the “Barcrest” name. Some of their most awesome games include Rainbow Riches and the ever-entertaining Ooh Aah Dracula. One of the things that make their machines different is the lack of sound after you stop spinning. What?? If you have ever been to a large casino, you know that the sheer noise that these machines make is astounding. Barcrest figured out that giving you some space to think in between spins might actually be a good thing and lessen your stress. Smart! Their online games focus on the client experience as well, so it’s safe to say your engagement will be stress-free when playing a Barcrest game.

Spielo International – Spielo is very versatile when it comes to its products? They manufacture and distribute their own gaming machines that you can play in brick-and-mortar casinos all over the world. They offer much more than that though – they provide B2B options like after sale care and training. With headquarters in Las Vegas, we wouldn’t expect anything else. Some of the best games they provide to the iGaming world are Plants vs. Zombies (an old favorite of ours), Burning Ocean, Hot Cash, and Dragon’s Temple. They are a great example of how hardware and software experience can go hand in hand when it comes to the consumer experience.

Bally – Have you ever heard of Ballyhoo? No? We’re not surprised – this game is over 85 years old! It is the first game ever designed by Bally, and it’s a wooden dinosaur compared to some of the amazing products they put out these days. Their portfolio includes cooperation with brands like Wonder Woman, Playboy, and Michael Jackson. Let’s just say that in the inside gambling operator industry, they’re a household name and a very well-known partner. Some of our absolute favorite games that Bally came out with are James Bond – Goldfinger, which has amazing golden graphics and will make you concentrate, think and feel *gold*, and Cirque Du Soleil’s Amaluna. If you’re wondering why a high-flying circus act has made its way into the gambling world, don’t be too surprised – after all, Cirque Du Soleil is a permanent feature in Las Vegas, and many people come to this gambling paradise to see one of the many permanent shows. This is a great opportunity to enjoy both at the same time.

Endorphina – This is a great multinational creative company based in Prague, Czechia. They pride themselves on being mathematicians as well as awesome graphic artists. When playing their games, you can be sure that their bets are safe and even. This is a huge part of amazing gameplay – the assurance that you’re getting a fair bang for your buck. Their portfolio includes a little bit of everything, from classic casino games to engaging 3D slots. We looked at some of their most popular games, and our favorites are Durga, the quite naughty Taboo, and Fairy Tale – you can find a little bit of everything here, and we love it!

Rabcat Gambling – Rabcat is one of those software providers that makes us wish there was some sort of a gallery just for gaming artwork where we could see all of their amazing work. Meanwhile, you can play some of their newest and amazing games in order to experience the sheer mastery of graphics that will pull you in and make you stay entertained for hours. They are a company that wants to shake the global gaming markets. They are based in Vienna, Austria, started in 2001. In this industry, it’s not a young company – which means that they managed to stay afloat in a sea of serious competition for almost 20 years. Not bad! They are used by some of the most prestigious gaming operators in the world, including Quickfire, Yggdrasil YGS Masters, Austrian Lotteries and many more – they are a respected contender in the B2B gambling market. Some of their developer industry partners include giants like Microgaming. Some of their most recommended games are North Storm, Nikola Tesla’s Incredible Machine, Crystal Ryft, and many, many more.

Ainsworth Game Technology – Ainsworth is a truly international business – they provide games for online casinos that operate in Australia, Asia, North America, Latin America, and Europe. They have been around the gaming block – founded by Len Ainsworth in 1995, they have capitalized on their experience over the years. They developed The Ambassador gaming machine which was a breakthrough of the time. As you can see, they have some serious gaming history that started even before they joined the ranks of online software providers – from the very beginning they cared about the gameplay and the client. They still provide real-life gaming machines to brick-and-mortar casinos all over the world. We have to admit that when it comes to gambling, Aussies have some of the best solutions on the market!

Pragmatic Play – This is a small company that rose to fame and has award-winning content and graphics. They make amazing games in 31 languages and take all currencies – perfect for international players! Their games are certified in 20 worldwide jurisdictions, and they are proud to provide you with live gaming options! Pragmatic Play games are heavy on the excellent graphics – they produce amazing 3D effects that make their gameplay “juicy” and eye-popping. They are famous for concentrating on the client – they know that paying attention to the ever-changing trends of the business is very important, especially for a smaller developer. They provide you with a choice of classic slots, but also games based on the newest popular Netflix shows! Pragmatic Play is a great example of why smaller is sometimes better.

Good knowledge of software is important, but so is safety. Safety lays at the very basics of gambling online – and so is trust. But how, exactly, do we know that our casinos are safe and trusted? It’s actually an easy process for us. Here are some basics of what we pay attention to:

Secure Payments – it’s best when a casino accepts multiple forms of payment over a few different platforms. This gives you choice and makes it possible to choose the type of payment that is best for you, be it a pre-paid card, PayPal, Visa or a Bitcoin wallet.

Fair Play – What is fair play in a casino? One of the most important parts of fair play is being sure that you’re getting a fair chance at winning, and the house isn’t trying to cheat. Playing at a casino that cheats would be pretty pointless. Luckily, our licensed casinos get audited all the time – this checks the gaming algorithms and payout systems. We don’t advertise or recommend blacklisted casinos. We love to game ourselves, and we pick only the best and the most trustworthy – to pass on to you.

Licencing – A casino has to have a license, plain and simple. A license makes sure that payments are guaranteed, that the casino owner is a legitimate business, the casino uses legitimate software. The licensing bodies are able to persecute anyone who doesn’t adhere to their rules, and they are able to enforce strict adherence from licensees. Different licensing jurisdictions have regulatory bodies. They are called Gambling commissions or Gaming control boards – they regulate the gambling business in a particular country. Getting a license is a rigorous process, and it may take up more than a year. Only serious players need apply.

Withdrawal Policy – if you win money, you’re going to want to withdraw your winnings. In any legitimate casino, the withdrawal method has to be clear, and any fine print can’t be too fine. It has to be plainly stated in the wagering rules, or requirements. For example, don’t be surprised if a casino requires a minimum to withdraw – or if you can’t withdraw money that you got for free. Or winnings that you got from free money before you bet a certain amount. The rules aren’t meant to trick you – it’s just that every casino has its own. Things that are unacceptable are:

	Changing the rules
	Not stating rules
	Not following their own rules


We do not deal with blacklisted casinos or casinos with a poor reputation.

Our standards make choosing an online casino easy. When you choose with us, you can be sure that you are dealing with only the best casinos available to gamblers in Saudi Arabia. Of course, now comes the tricky part – seeing which one is your favorite! We can’t help you with that – after all, it all depends on what you’re here for. Some casinos will offer more choice – if you enjoy card games and sports betting on horse racing or football(as many people in Saudi Arabia do!) then you should explore casinos that have more possibilities of entertainment like live roulette, Poker, Blackjack or Baccarat. There are casinos that have a special corner for betting on races and sports games. Check them out!

If you love slots, concentrate on the casinos that offer the best deals for free spins. Free spins get handed out as part of sign-on bonuses. When you become a returning guest to your favorite casino, they will give you bonuses based on your “frequent player” status. Those are just as awesome as sign-on bonuses, and it’s a good idea to see who has the best deals out there.
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Choosing the right bonuses

But it can be so confusing – whom to choose? Depending on what game you want to play, some bonuses might be more useful to you than others. Here is a short bonus glossary so you can choose better:

A First-time Deposit Bonus is a bonus you get after making your very first deposit in an online casino. That’s right! No one gives you freebies when you come in and decide to play at a real-life casino, do they? Here, you’ll get rewarded and given “free cash” and free spins in order to test out as many games as you can.

Free Play Bonus – The free play bonus is usually given after you register, even if you don’t make your first deposit yet. The casino wants to recognize you for making your account with them and wants to encourage you to play more games and make an actual deposit, so you can gamble with real money. Can you win real money with a Free Play Bonus? It depends on the casino – you can read all about it in the rules and regulations. Some casinos allow you to win with “free money” and some don’t. These bonuses can range anywhere from 5$ to 25$.

Match Bonus – this is a popular bonus and it will give you a great chance of winning the jackpot – a much bigger chance than your initial deposit would give you! This requires a bit of math knowledge to calculate, but bear with us – it’s actually not as complicated as it might seem at the beginning. So – a 100% bonus means that the casino will actually match your deposit by 100%. So if you deposit 100$, you’ll get a 100$ match. If you deposit 200$ you’ll get a 200$ match and end up with $400 on your account. Sounds absolutely sweet, doesn’t it? Read on about the limitations:

Match Bonus Limits – In all cases all things have their limits, and the same goes for match bonuses that casinos are willing to give you. Don’t worry – some of them have the limits set pretty high. But it’s very clearly stated in the offer where the limit lies. For example, it might be a 200$ deposit bonus up to $1,000 – that means that once they hit that $1,000 they won’t match you anymore. Bummer – but those are usually set high enough to be very, very attractive to players.

What are the Wagering Requirements? These are simple rules of the road. Every casino has them – after all, everyone needs to know what the rules are! Make sure you read through them carefully, because casinos can vary. What is perfectly acceptable at one casino might not be so cool in another. For example, things like things you can and cannot do with free money or bonus money will most definitely be mentioned in the wagering requirements of any given casino. Some other things that the wagering requirements might mention are:

	Which games are allowed
	Which games aren’t allowed
	What you can do with your free money
	How much you can win or lose with free money
	What are the withdrawal minimums
	How your bonuses work in the first place
	How many playthroughs do you need to withdraw


What is playthrough? This is a pretty common question – in games, this often means playing a game from beginning to end, while in gambling it means the number of times you have to bet your entire deposit amount (or bonus amount) in order to be able to withdraw that bonus. It simply means you have to play with it to win it – and most casinos want you to play a lot! This is known as the “playthrough” amount.

Playthrough hacks– if your bonus isn’t attributed to a particular game or particular slots, you can choose the games that have the best odds and what the “house edge” is. For example, card games like Blackjack usually give you a higher edge, and the best bet, so you can reach your playthrough faster. But beware! Some casinos know this (ok, all casinos know this but some go the extra step to remedy any advantages you might want) – and they will set the playthrough rate lower for these specific games. Make sure to read the rules before you play!

Free Spins – These are exclusively aimed at those players itching to play some awesome slots! And if you came here for Poker, Blackjack or Roulette, play some free slots anyway – you might like them and play on! They are definitely some of the most exciting ways to gamble, especially with all the new
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How do Online Casinos Work?

Online casinos work almost the same as walk-in brick-and-mortar casinos. Except that we believe they’re actually way better. First of all, you can play anywhere you want to play. Especially if a real casino is hard to get to. Hey – we don’t all live in gambling-friendly places like Canada or Monte Carlo. But gambling has been an inseparable part of human history, so it’s only natural that we’re looking for access – and not access to the strange, shady back-alley type of places – online casinos give you access to world-class, certified and top of the line casinos that are played worldwide in many countries around the globe.

A lot of these online casinos have the same software providers that supply the world’s most famous and posh real-life casinos. But in addition to having the same software, they offer bonuses and choices that real-life casinos just can’t have – for example, no one will ever give you free cash just for walking in the door and sitting at a slot machine! The online rules are much different and player-oriented. Here are some of the listed benefits of online casinos and how they work:

Generous Bonuses – As we have talked about before, bonuses in online casinos absolutely rock. These bonuses might give you as much as twice as much money to gamble with as your original deposit, and a ton of free spins that you can test out on new and exciting slot machines. Sometimes, you’re also entered into a bigger lottery for presents, travel, and cash prizes.

Encrypted and Private Access – The whole world doesn’t have to see you walking through the casino doors like in real life. You can not only be subtle and gamble in private on your phone or tablet, but you can use VPNs and other methods of securing your privacy, so you cannot be tracked and your history can’t be checked.

Anonymous Payouts – This is a huge advantage of online casinos. No one has to know who you are, and with e-wallets and bitcoins, or pre-paid visas, your money is virtually impossible to track.

Secure Anonymous Deposits – Privacy and security are very important to online casinos – after all, their bread and butter are moving money back and forth online. Their success entirely depends on providing you with the best options to make your deposits and make them as trusted and discreet as possible.

More Choice – yes, in an online casino you will get a LOT more choice than if you were to wander into a real-life casino. Why? There simply isn’t enough room on any casino floor to hold this many games! When playing in an online casino, you get more choice in the palm of your hand than you can get at any Vegas casino.



Choose the Best Arabic Online Casino for You

What about the language barrier? If you’re reading this, it’s most likely that you speak English! But what if you feel more comfortable with Arabic? Are there good options out there for you? Of course, there are! Our own website has it’s own Arabic casino site version, where you can explore casinos in your native language.

What about casinos themselves? Do they offer customer service in Arabic? Or games? Those are very good questions. While you have to speak some basic English to navigate casinos, it might be a better idea to read the Wagering Requirements and rules in a language you know best.

You’ll be happy to know that there are plenty of Arabic casino sites online – the world is your oyster. They offer customer service in Arabic, and some even offer live table games like Poker or Roulette with an experienced Arabic dealer. This is made for you in mind, and we can’t wait for you to try it!

Why is it so important to play in the language you’re most comfortable with and choose the best Arabic online casino? It’s because player satisfaction and prompt, polite and understandable customer service are one of the most important aspects of an online casino. If you have any questions or need assistance, it’s important that you get the service that you deserve and need. Being able to speak and read in Arabic provides you with extra comfort that will make you feel at home and make gambling more fun and exciting.

There are more and more Arabic language casinos popping up, and older established casinos are scrambling to serve you and develop Arabic versions of their sites, simply because people from the region love to gamble, and for many, doing it online is the only possibility of doing it comfortably.

Here is a list of some of the coolest Arabic language casinos:

Spin Casino – With huge sign-on bonuses and a choice of games that is always growing, the Spin Casino offers you their entire site in Arabic, English, French and many other languages that you may prefer.

Joy Casino – This casino takes you on an incredible graphic adventure right from the start. Their artwork and UX are simply amazing, and their whole “skin” has a fantastic Steampunk feel to it. The offer many languages, including Arabic. Not to mention tempting sign-on bonuses. Definitely a favorite of ours!

Casino-X – X marks the spot in this exciting jackpot treasure hunt, and this fun animated casino makes you feel like you’ve entered a cartoon. There are contests, games and competitions – like the daily tournaments and a grand prize for completing a treasure map. There is none of that “just playing” stuff here – all games lead to a special adventure quest! If you love to play but are also looking for an amazing goal, and some fun competition – this is the casino for you.



Is Playing in Online Casinos Legal?

There are online casinos that you will never see come up in your search – this is because there’s a censorship net that will prevent them from being seen. Of course, there are too many online casinos to be caught by this leaky net, and if you use a VPN you can play all the online casinos available elsewhere in the world.

Online casinos are an international place, where everybody can come and bet on sports, play cards, roulette, or take their chances at slots. Many countries still restrict or outright ban any type of gambling – online casinos are the only chance for some to play games for real money.

Because this is such an international market, online casinos don’t need permissions to operate from any specific country. Rather, they are certified and accredited by many different agencies that make software providers and casinos adhere to strict rules. This type of industry regulation helps to keep casinos honest and makes your odds fair and payouts safe no matter where in the world you play. The same rules apply to casinos whether you’re playing in Canada, Saudi Arabia, or Las Vegas. This is what makes online casinos so appealing.

This is also why gambling is very popular in Saudi Arabia, despite the access being limited. But rather than going to illegal gambling dens in large cities, it’s much safer to play at a certified online casino where the rules are clear. Some of the most popular online casinos in Saudi Arabia are:
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